Gemini Cleaning Systems ltd
TT-300
For printers with a print bed up to 490x390x200mm

Genie encapsulated washing systems
After working closely with our distributors and their clients own very specific requirements regarding
what they actually needed from the washing/finishing part of the 3D printing process their overriding
priorities were that they require a machine that is ergonomic for the operators comfort, economic to
buy, simple to use, high build quality incorporating industrial high end components, above all
reliability and very low maintenance/running costs.
At Gemini we feel that the genie TT-300 machine
offers every thing that the end user requires
from an entry level table top machine with
exhalent value for money whilst still providing
you with the very best quality machines capable
of dealing with any size prints produced below
the Stratasys 500 range of printers.
We only use Alto motor-pump units, trouble free
simple to operate controls, a bright led internal
light, tool less nozzle couplings, with a simple
internal pressure selection valve, a fixed nozzle
point to enable two handed manipulation of the
print.
Gemini were the first company to offer the fixed
nozzle option as standard, providing you with
the very best cleaning option with fantastic
control and manipulation of the print.

The two flexible hoses options are unrivalled in allowing you to get into the very deep recess of the
print, the 5 mm pipe will go into very long internal channels with ease.
Gemini were also the first company to offer multi function tool less nozzle and flexible hose changing .
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